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GAME DESCRIPTION

The great buffalo, soaring eagles and grass swaying in the wind. These are the iconic 
themes of the Great Plains of North America, the essence of which is captured in this 
re-imagining of the classic Vegas slot. Buffalo Stack’n’Sync™ is a 5x4 grid slot with two 
awesome bonus games and a max win of up to 10,000x!
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FEATURES

STACK’N’SYNC™
Land Stack’n’Sync™ symbols to stack any paying symbol on the reels. A stack 
of 60 symbols fills the whole reel! Fill an entire reel with the same symbol and 
sync all reels for massive wins!

The first time in a round that one or more Stack’n’Sync™ symbols land, the 
reels where they land will be filled with a stack of 15, 30, 45 or 60 symbols of 
one kind. Only 1 Stack’n’Sync™ symbol can land on each reel in a round.
For each Stack’n’Sync™ symbol that lands 1 respin is awarded. If additional 
Stack’n’Sync™ symbols are landed during the respins, those reels are synced to 
the already stacked reels which copies the symbols from the stacked reel and 
makes the reels stop in the same position

STAMPEDE REELS
When a full reel of buffalo symbols land together and at least one of the 
symbols is part of a winning payline they activate a Stampede Reel with a 
multiplier up to 100x! The Stampede Reel multiplier applies to any winning 
payline with buffalo symbols that connects to the Stampede Reel. If more than 
one Stampede Reels are part of the same winning payline, their multiplier 
values will be added together before being applied to the win.
The possible multiplier values are: 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 50x, 
75x, 100x

BONUS GAMES
Buffalo Stack’n’Sync™ offers two bonus features triggered by landing the 
bonus symbol. Landing 3 bonus symbols awards the Free Spins feature. 
Landing 4 bonus symbols awards the Stampede Spins feature.

Free Spins
Bonus game with 10 free spins. This feature offers better odds of landing the 
Stack’n’Sync™ symbol. In this bonus the high-paying animal symbols are more 
likely to stack than in the base game. This increases the chances of triggering 
a large stack of buffalo symbols and getting the biggest wins!

Stampede Spins
Bonus game with 10 free spins. This feature replaces the normal reels with 
reels that only have non-paying skull symbols and buffalo symbols.
Every time that the Stack symbol lands on a reel, 5 - 60 buffalo symbols will be 
added to that reel to replace skull symbols. For each Stack symbol that lands, 1 
additional free spin will be awarded. Land several Stack symbols on each reel 
to fill them with buffalo symbols for huge wins!

WILD SYMBOL
The Wild symbol substitutes for all paying symbols.
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GAME DATA

Game name: Buffalo Stack’n’Sync™ 
Volatility: 4 of 5

Max feature win: €1,000,000 (10,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 
bet)

How to win: Paylines; 10 winning lines

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €40, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit freq
Feature Spins 

bonus buy RTP
Free Spins

bonus buy RTP
Stampede Spins
bonus buy RTP

1176 96.36% 20.20% 96.40% 96.46% 96.50%

1177 94.38% 20.18% 94.40% 94.23% 94.38%

1178 92.37% 20.14% 92.33% 92.41% 92.47%

1179 88.46% 20.10% - - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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